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The Peter Cowan Reference Collection Lot 1 -114
The Peter Cowan collection includes pieces by most of the major German makers, Noris (Gebruder Heinrich),
Heyde, Krause, Haffner and Heinrichsen. Highlights are sets of Noris boxed 60mm City Imperial Volunteers in
superb condition, a similar sized marching Prussian Army band, a boxed West Indian Regiment Band, mounted
Boer War and WW1 Personality figures, and a few of the largest size figures produced in Germany .
Peter had a long term association with the Britains company, and that is represented here by some original
wax masters of the Selwyn Smith / Otto Gottstein Knights (later the Britains Knights of Agincourt range), and a
Salesman’s Sample set of Cowboys and Indians. Peter’s interest in knights and heraldry is reflected in a small
collection of knights by Courtenay, Selwyn Smith and Britains, and a comprehensive selection of the plastic
knights shown in his book ‘Toy Knights: The Other 100 Years War’.
Included in the other properties are a large selection of Lineol and Elastolin military and Wild West figures,
some Hausser Elastolin sets including 1/742/748 wheeled anti-aircraft gun being pulled by searchlight lorry,
13550/1 wooden Pontoon Bridge and a boxed set 788/2 MG. auf Zwillingssockel mit Protze bespannt m. 2
Pferden. Along with a Heyde Biga there are Heyde soldiers and sailors, early British lead, and a comprehensive
collection of Britains lead soland farm figures.

The McKay Military Collection Lot 115- 172
Ian McKay died on the 8th April 2019, aged 89. He went to RMA Sandhurst and was commissioned into the
Royal Artillery in 1949. His first posting was to a field regiment at Homs in Libya near Leptis Magna. On his
return to the UK, he joined a Heavy Anti-Aircraft Regiment in the UK. As a Captain, he was a field and air
defence gunner in Germany. Following the 1960 Staff College General Staff Officer Grade 2 (ranked a Major)
course, lan became General Staff Officer 2(SD) at HQ Cyprus District Dhekalia. In 1963, when Cypriot Greek /
Turkish relations exploded and British help was requested, he established an HQ at Nicosia and accompanied
Maj Gen Young at the drawing of the Green Line. On completion of his tour at Cyprus District in February 1964,
Ian was posted as a Battalion Commander to 5 Field Regt in Britain, later moving to Germany as an Abbot SelfPropelled regiment. Besides the rigours of training and exercises in Germany, next came a posting at Land Forces
Persian Gulf, Bahrain, first as Deputy Assistant Quartermaster General (DAQMG), secondly in all ranks followed
by 2IC of a Field Regt in Germany. ln June 1971 he was promoted Lt Col and became CO Missile Ranges, the
Hebrides. lan moved to the MOD as a General Staff Officer 1 (GSO 1) and in 1977 he became Defence Attaché
in Damascus. He bought a Range Rover and drove to Syria. After three years in Damascus, lan returned to the
MOD; he was awarded the OBE. He retired in 1983. However, he applied and obtained a post in the MOD as a
senior civil servant. Ian finally retired in 1989 and returned to Cheltenham to live in the house originally bought
by his father. Researching his Scottish ancestry in the Highlands became a hobby. He was a generous host and
particularly enjoyed the New Club and the Cheltenham Cricket Festival. Ian was predeceased by his wife Gay
and is survived by his daughters Fiona and Virginia. Britains loose post WW2 sets of 7 figures comprising of 197
Gurkha (missing 3 rifle butts)

Buyers Premium with SAS & SAS LIVE: 20% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24% of the Hammer Price
the-saleroom.com Premium: 25% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 30% of the Hammer Price
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1.
Noris (Gebrüder Heinrich)
54mm French Cuirassiers, G-VG, one
missing small part of front tip of ‘plume’,
otherwise very good original complete
condition, with paint loss to most
fetlocks, (6)
£250-350

4.

Noris (Gebrüder Heinrich)
70mm scale mounted British Guards
Officer, overall height 108mm, replaced
base, VG
£250-350

7.

2.
Noris (Gebrüder Heinrich)
54mm German 19th Century Cavalry,
consisting of lancers (6), officer, bugler
and standard bearer, G-VG, one lance
missing and incorrect horse, one tail
repaired at base, bugler’s horse tail
repaired at base, three bases finished in
darker green, so not a true ‘set’, (9)
£350-450

5.

8.

3.

6.

9.

Noris 70mm (Gebrüder
Heinrich) standing firing Sikh troops,
all original, but one head not matching,
possible repair to one rifle butt, G, (2)
£120-180
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Noris (Gebrüder Heinrich)
70mm scale mounted British Boer Warera Officer probably General Sir Redvers
Buller, overall height 102 mm without
plume, VG
£250-350

Noris 70mm scale mounted
Arab warriors on horses, black horse
with one lower leg detached, though
present, horse’s head retouched, one
stirrup missing and part of neck tassle,
one horse stripped of paint, missing
tail, small hole to right flank, no saddle,
charging grey missing tail, one stirrup and
part of neck tassle, standing grey missing
one stirrup, riders missing weapons and
shields (4)
£120-180

Heyde 116mm high shooting
figure of a 19th Century French
infantryman, not working, head seems
to be resin, certainly not metal, end of
barrel loose, seems to be an aluminium
replacement, missing scabbard
£100-150

115mm high Heyde figure of
a 19th Century American infantryman,
missing rifle, otherwise G
£100-150

Heyde Arab Warriors on camels,
60mm scale figures, overall height
115mm not including arms, one missing
hand with spear, the other missing part
of front left leg and with a repaired front
right leg, (2)
£120-180
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10.

Noris 60mm Native Warriors,
with rifles (4 + 4), and spears (2), G-VG,
four rifle men in cream skirts with
replaced rifles, one repaired at ankles,
(10)
£250-350

13.

Noris boxed set of 12 45mm
high Prussian Uhlans / Lancers, probably
30mm scale, original Gebr H NORIS
SOLDATEN box label, G-VG in G box, a few
faults
£120-180

16.

11.

14.

Noris 45mm scale lying firing
19th Century US infantry, complete with
officer, two F, others G (11)
£100-150

17.

15.

18.

Noris 60mm figures of British
19th Century Engineers, heads do not
match each other, one possibly not
original to figure, G-VG, (2),
£100-150

12.

Noris boxed set of 60mm high
mounted Lifeguards Band (6), probably
45mm scale, G-VG in G box, one scabbard
missing,
£180-250
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Noris 45mm scale marching
19th Century US infantry, complete
with mounted and foot officers, bugler
and flagbearer, G-VG, one helmet spike
missing (12)
£120-180

Noris 45mm scale fighting
Highlanders, standing (12) and lying (6)
firing, each complete with officers, one F,
G-VG, one not matching (18)
£150-200

Noris 45mm scale 19th Century
US Cavalry, complete with officer and
bugler, one scabbard missing, others VG,
(8)
£100-150

Heyde 60mm charging
60mm scale Arab Warriors on horses,
generally G, figure missing hand with
no neck decoration on the horse, does
with separate reins, and the rider is
non-detachable, other two with neck
decorations and riders detachable, with
painted-on reins, (note that this size of
Heyde Arab does not come with separate
saddles, (3)
£120-180
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19.
Heyde very large (150mm
overall height) US Cavalry, Trooper,
Bugler and Officer, probably 120mm
scale, bugler missing top part of
scabbard, officer missing saddle,
otherwise generally VG, (3)
£750-1000

20.
Noris 48mm Chinese Boxer
Troops, complete with officer, paint
not matching, generally G-VG, 2 spear
handles missing, (9)
£250-350

21.
Noris 48mm scale Boer Cavalry
(6) and Infantry (10), complete with
mounted officer and both mounted and
foot buglers, G-VG, one Trooper missing
rifle end and scabbard, Officer missing
scabbard, (16)
£250-350
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22.

German made - possibly Algeyer
- 45mm scale marching (9) and mounted
(5) Soudanese troops, complete with foot
and mounted officers, generally G, three
rifles replaced, two broken but present,
one trooper missing rifle and scabbard,
one missing rifle, (14)
£120-180

23.

Noris 60mm scale marching
British Grenadier Guards, complete with
officer, bugler and flagbearer, G-VG, (12)
£250-350

25.

Krause Germany 48mm Britains
19th Century Colonial Infantry with
unusual early style ‘pith’ helmets,
complete with bugler, flagbearer and
officer, one kneeling figure by another
maker, G-VG, (9),
£180-250

26.

Noris 30-35mm scale mounted
Spahis, complete with officer and bugler,
generally G, minor wear and scabbards
bent but complete, (10)
£150-180

27.
24.

Krause Germany 60mm scale
British 19th Century Infantry with
unusual Fusilier head, paint worn, officer
missing plug hand, but generally G, (8),
£180-250

Noris 12 piece boxed 50mm
marching 19th Century Prussian Band,
F-G, in G Marke NORIS tray style box,
Officer missing baton, all instruments
present, a couple bent, box complete
with insert, lid end label incomplete,
splits to sides of base and lid
£150-250
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28.

Gebrüder Heinrich 15 piece
boxed sets of demi-rondes including
Turcos (2), Austrian Infantry, Saxon
Infantry (in box labelled Wild Indians),
with a 12 piece boxed set Zouaves, G-VG,
one Turco with detached rifle, though
present, Zouave box lid missing one end,
(5 boxed sets)
£250-350

29.

Gebrüder Heinrich 30mm scale
‘Artillerie’ set in compartmentalised box,
consisting of horse-drawn Gun Teams
(2), each with an outrider, and a supply
wagon, cavalry (23) and infantry (15),
possibly not all contents correct to box,
especially infantry, generally G, a few
worn, box VG
£120-150

30.

Noris 12 piece 60mm Prussian
19th Century military band, complete
set, G-VG, minor paint wear only, one or
two instruments with minor bending, (12)
£500-600
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31.

Heyde 110mm scale Prussian
with firing rifle, and moving arms, figure
complete, as is spring firing mechanism,
paint F,
£250-350

34.

32.

35.

33.

36.

Noris 140mm mounted US 19th
Century Infantry Officer, so probably
100mm scale, complete with separately
cast coat tails, saddle, reins and scabbard,
F-G, split in reins
£300-400

Noris 60mm scale
mounted figures, consisting of a US
Cavalryman,and a Prussian General, F-G,
Cavalryman missing horse tail and part of
front left leg, General missing one stirrup,
(2)
£120-180

Noris 60mm scale mounted
figures, consisting of a 19th Century
Artillery officer, G, and a figure with a
separately cast moustache - possibly
Wilhelm II - in Cuirassier officer uniform,
missing stirrups and scabbard, (2)
£150-200

Fine Noris 50mm scale British
Napoleonic Cavalry with separately cast
accessories, saddles, scabbards, braid
on officer, perhaps intended to be Scots
Greys, but with cuirasses, G-VG, two
scabbards missing, some sympathetic
retouching to rear of coat tails, (5)
£300-350

Two Noris mounted figures
of the Kaiser (Wilhelm II) with the
Kaiserin, both Kaisers 50mm scale,
wearing a General’s and a Cuirassier’s
uniform, Kaiserin 45mm scale, Kaisers,
Kaiser General’s horse both left legs with
obvious repairs, with repaired tail, saddle
missing stirrups, Kaiserin G, (2)
£150-200
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37.
Noris 60mm scale Bavarian 19th
Century troops, officers (2) with marching
(5) and fighting (6) men, generally G,
mounted officer missing scabbard, foot
officer missing sword, one marching
figure missing right hand, possibly should
be leading a regimental mascot, as not
carrying rifle, (13)
£250-350

40.

A selection of German-made
48mm figures comprising Heyde German
sailors (14), Haffner marching Prussians
(9), Noris marching British Line Infantry
(23 including one one-piece band), sailors
with early signs of damp, Prussians
missing one rifle, and one detached,
Band, one head missing, marching
infantry, one spike missing, three rifles
and flag repaired or replaced, (46)
£200-300

43.

Noris 60mm fighting German
sailors and French Matelots, Germans
generally VG (5), French Matelots rifles
probably all replaced, (5), (10)
£280-350

44.

38.
Noris 60mm charging Prussian
troops (10), three complete, one head
missing, seven rifles missing, but six with
hand removed at the wrist, possibly in
anticipation of restoration, (10)
£200-250

39.
Noris 60mm scale mounted
officer and bugler, possibly representing
a Saxonian Regiment ? VG, (2)
£150-200
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41.

Noris 60mm marching German
sailors in tropical ‘whites’, no officer, two
not matching including one with incorrect
head, generally G, (12)
£250-350

Noris 50mm mounted Boer
War-period British officers (5), including
Redvers Buller on white horse, Roberts
and Kitchener, with two others, all on
rearing horses, with a mounted German
general, and 2 French officers, probably
Krause, Buller’s horse missing part of one
front leg, figure missing sword and part of
plume, three other rearing horses missing
part of front leg, figure in khaki missing
scabbard, German general missing part of
rear leg, missing one stirrup, (8)
£500-600

42.

Noris 60mm marching German
sailors, complete with officer, but not
a matching set, generally G, one rifle
missing end, blue trouser figures, one
head not matching, cream trouser
figures, 4 pieces but 2 + 2, one head
missing, (10)
£200-300

45.

Noris boxed 60mm set of the
‘Band of the 2nd West India Regiment
as performed at the Colonial Exhibition’,
probably representing Delhi Durbar
participants rather than the British
Empire Exhibition of 1924, VG in VG box
£2000-3000
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46.

Noris 60mm scale Artillery
figures comprising of both Horse and
Field Artillery personnel, Horse Artillery
officer, bugler, kneeling (3) and standing
(4) figures, Field Artillery standing figures
(3), with one gun, ‘machine guns’ (3),
G-VG, gun shield slightly bent, most
figures with paint loss to arms, two
machine guns with possible repair to
ammo belt, (16)
£350-450

49.

Gebrüder Heinrich boxed set
of 28mm scale 19th Century French
‘Infanterie und Cavallerie’, 28 piece set
(20 infantry, 8 cavalry) in original box,
foot bugler possibly by another maker,
otherwise VG in G original box,
£100-150

50.
47.

Superb Noris 48mm scale
Prussian Army Horse Artillery set,
generally VG, mounted officer missing
sword blade, one outrider with scabbard
bent under leg
£300-500

48.

Gebrüder Heinrich (Noris)
boxed set of 60mm Prussian Lancers,
complete set of officer, bugler and
lancers (4), VG, officer missing stirrups,
one lancer missing plume and top half of
lance detached, with historic repair, two
lances with historic repairs, one lance
detached and in two pieces, box VG,
£1200-1500
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Lot of 28mm scale demi-ronde
French 19th Century cavalry, including
Cuirassiers and light cavalry, (25), with
a spare horse and similar figures (2) by
another maker, possibly Mignot, G-VG,
(28)
£30-50

51.

Noris 48mm figures comprising
19th Century French (15), and Bavarian
? Infantry (12), French (6) P, others G,
Bavarians G, (27)
£100-150

52.

A mixture of German made
mounted figures consisting of repainted
48mm scale lancers in red (4), 48mm
scale possibly Japanese Cavalry (2), with
40mm scale British Horseguards (6), and
a mounted Indian Army Officer, generally
G, a few faults, (13)
£150-200

53.

A selection of 60mm scale Noris
figures comprising of a Beefeater with
replaced staff, one solid and one hollow
cast US 19th Century Infantry in white,
US Infantry in grey (8), Prussian soldier
in light blue, F-G, (12), Grey infantry,
two detached rifles, bugle mouthpiece
missing, Prussian missing rifle
£150-180

54.

Noris mounted 50mm scale
possible Boer War Personality figure in
slouch hat, no separate accessories or
saddle, worn,
£50-80
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55.
Noris 95mm high British
Guardsman (missing bayonet), with a
Noris 70mm scale US Cavalryman on
original hollow cast horse, Guardsman
missing bayonet, cavalryman missing
saddle, (2)
£150-250

56.

A Superb Gebrüder Heinrich
60mm scale 18-piece boxed set of Boer
War City Imperial Volunteers in original
‘The British Army’ box, all pieces very
good original condition with only minor
paint loss to some rifles, box G, base
missing small part of bottom, one corner
split, some tears to original interior card,
box lid missing part of one side and one
end, splits to all corners, with end label
‘Manöver’
£3000-5000

58.

Richard Courtenay No. 17
pre-WW2 lead foot knight the Erle of
Menteth, VG,
£100-150

59.

Richard Courtenay M2 mounted
knights (2), the Duke of Bourbon and one
other, both F (2),
£80-120

60.

57.
Unusual Richard Courtenay No.
13 (Z4) figure of a dead knight with no
weapon, in the heraldry of the Lord of
Pompadour, moveable visor, generally G,
very early signs of damp to silver paint
areas,
£150-250

Roy Selwyn-Smith original wax
masters for Selwyn Miniatures foot and
mounted figures, subsequently Britains
Knights of Agincourt, foot knight charging
with lance, mounted knight 1663 rearing
with lance, foot knight missing lance arm,
and part of wax from left arm, mounted
figure missing head
£160-200

61.

Roy Selwyn-Smith original wax
master for Selwyn Miniatures mounted
knight with mace, subsequently Britains
Knight of Agincourt no, 1659, generally G,
mace missing, weapon consists of a piece
of wire,
£160-200

62.

Richard Courtenay No. 18 foot
knight figure with axe, Thomas Lord
Braose, probably pre-WW2 version, with
moveable visor, VG,
£80-120

63.

Richard Courtenay No. 9 foot
knight figure with detachable visor and
moveable arm, John King of France,
probably pre-WW2 version, VG,
£120-180

64.

Richard Courtenay No. 3 foot
knight figure with moveable visor, Sir
John de Clinton, unmarked, post WW2
figure, VG,
£200-250
ww w. s p ecialauctionse r v i c e s .c om
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65.

Peter Greenhill G6 foot knight
Sir John Dalton, marked under base
‘Bournemouth 3 DEC 1982 G6 Peter
Greenhill’, with removable mace, shield is
detached, though present, otherwise VG,
£120-180

68.

Courtenay Doran mounted (3)
and foot (2) knights, F-G, one mounted
figure missing arm, one with split to
horse’s rear left leg and slight crush /
crack to neck, (5),
£80-120

71.

66.

Peter Greenhill G2 foot knight
Louis, Vicomte de Thouars, marked under
base ‘Bournemouth 3 DEC 1982 G2 Peter
Greenhill’, with removable mace, sword
and dagger, missing helm and shield,
otherwise VG,
£100-150

69.

Alymer boxed Banners
Forward knights (3), foot knights BF28
W, Hardeshull and BF32 William, Lord
Lalimer, knight with horse BF75 Graf von
Nassau, Count of Nassau, G-VG in G boxes
(3),
£80-120

72.

67.

70.

73.

An unknown make of pewter
‘Selwyn-Smith’ Foot Knight of Agincourt
in un-identified heraldry, missing shield,
arm detached though present, indistinctly
marked underneath with 2 letters and
1990, painting condition VG,
£100-150
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A selection of toy lead knights,
comprising Britains set 9192 last version
Knights of Agincourt on Foot, mounted
knights by Blue Knight Miniatures (2), GM
France, and A N Other, F-G, Box F, missing
one side end flap, cellophane loose, a
bit crushed etc, knights loose in box, one
shield missing, one detached, ( 4 loose
figures, one boxed set of 4),
£80-120

An un-named Selwyn
Miniatures mounted knight possibly
a later re-cast, in the heraldry of Jean,
Sieur de Bellefouriere, missing shield and
handle of lance - very unusual for original
Selwyn Miniatures to be un-named
£100-150

Roy Selwyn-Smith original wax
master for Selwyn Miniatures mounted
knight with sword, subsequently Britains
Knight of Agincourt no, 1660, F, missing
right arm,
£160-200

Original Selwyn Miniatures
plaster Pattern Room Mould for Selwyn
Miniatures mounted knight base, plaster
incised with SELWYN LTD, and marked R
SMITH and 1400 in pencil, with a base,
VG,
£40-60
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74.
Heyde 70mm high mounted
knights (2), (60mm scale), complete with
separate saddles and reins, one missing
it’s weapon, one missing its weapon and
part of horse’s front left leg, (2),
£100-150

77.

Heyde 100mm high mounted
knight charging with lance, with
moveable visor, missing lance, reins and
one piece of horse plume, otherwise
complete with plume, separate caparison
£150-250

80.

75.
Heyde 100mm high mounted
knight at the halt with standard,
with moveable visor, missing part of
pole, standard present but detached,
otherwise complete, caparison with split
at front,
£150-250

78.

Roy Selwyn-Smith original wax
master for Selwyn Miniatures foot knight
advancing with lance, subsequently
Britains Knight of Agincourt, wax figure
with brass scabbard and tin weapon, G,
arm detached, no shield,
£160-200

81.

76.
Heyde 100mm high mounted
knight at the halt with lance, with
moveable visor, missing knights plume
and stirrups, otherwise complete, missing
knight’s plume and stirrups,
£150-250

79.

82.
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Roy Selwyn-Smith original wax
master for Selwyn Miniatures foot knight
advancing with sword, subsequently
Britains Knight of Agincourt, wax figure
with brass scabbard and tin weapon,
F-G, missing some wax from back of right
hand and arm,
£160-200

Roy Selwyn-Smith original
wax master for Selwyn Miniatures foot
knight advancing with axe, subsequently
Britains Knight of Agincourt, wax figure
with brass scabbard and tin weapon, G
£160-200

Roy Selwyn-Smith original
wax master for Selwyn Miniatures foot
knight parrying, subsequently Britains
Knight of Agincourt, wax figure with brass
scabbard and tin weapon, F-G, slight
damage to front left,
£160-200

A unique Britains 1988 Sales
Conference Original Master Sample
with unique artwork to label, No, 8000
North American Indians with Cowboys,
6 piece boxed set of diecast figures, still
as originally strung into Britains box with
photocopied label, box with one split
corner, otherwise VG,
£120-180
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83.

Imperial Productions of New
Zealand set No.50B 1st Bengal Cavalry,
1895, three pieces boxed, still strung,
never out of box, VG
£50-80

86.

Mignot Gerbeau Period - pre
WW1 - French Cuirassiers (3), two horses
missing stirrups, one grey repaired across
all four legs, (3),
£50-80

89.

84.

87.

90.

Imperial Productions of New
Zealand Heirloom Series No. 1 Cameron
Highlanders, large two-layer, 42 piece set
‘Queen’s Own Cameron Highlanders, on
parade, Egypt, Sudan, 1882-85’, superb
original condition, apparently never out
of wooden box,
£100-150

Unique prototype Roy SelwynSmith Magnetic ship game, never put
into production as a toy, a small piece of
Selwyn Smith / British toy manufacturing
history, complete with four ships, could
possibly be made to work; this lot
comes with an original EVER READY 4.5v
battery and original signed instructions;
provenance - Special Auction Services
auction of the Roy Selwyn-Smith
Collection, 30 June 2011
£300-500

85.

Modern copy of a Germanmade 130mm hollow metal horse with
Unity GB fort guns (2), German-made
Field Gun, possibly Marklin 2nd grade,
Jones castings (3), Dimestore knights (4,
one missing plume), odd castings, Sacul
knight, etc, P, (15), (26),
£100-150
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Britains Made in China Robin
Hood series comprising mint carded sets
(6), with loose figures (16, one damaged),
£20-30

Britains Deetail mounted (30)
and foot (70) Turks with metal bases,
approximately 50% with detached
weapons, but accompanied by a bag of
65 original Britains spare weapons, (100
figures),
£50-80

91.
88.

Selcol boxed set as featured
on P 114 of Peter Cowan’s book ‘Toy
Knights’, containing Lido knights, this is
the original set, with one horse missing
fetlock, as shown in book, lid very slightly
crushed, one tear to side, with some
loose foot and mounted figures (7),
£30-50

Britains Deetail mounted (33)
and foot (82) Silver Knights with metal
bases, approximately 75% with detached
weapons, but accompanied by a bag of
65 original Britains spare weapons, with
a 4 piece mint carded set (115 figures +
set),
£50-80
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92.
Britains Deetail Champion
mounted (12) and foot (15) Knights, a
few incomplete, but with a bag of spares,
and a 6 piece mint carded set, (27 + set)
£20-30

93.
Britains Deetail interchangeable
mounted (9) and foot (13) Silver Knights
with metal bases, mounted in gold (4),
gold Shield knights (31), with a bag of
28 original weapons, Britains Hong Kong
knights (36), (93)
£30-50

94.
Britains Swoppet mounted (2)
and foot (7) Knights, Hong Kong copy
foot knights (6) and spare lances (6), both
mounted knights complete but one hand
detached at wrist, foot knights one visor
and three plumes missing, (15 figures),
£80-120
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95.

A selection of Timpo knights
including Swoppet Crusaders on foot
(21) and mounted (1), a Helm knight,
1st series Swoppet mounted (5) and foot
(9), early solid (12), with later Toyway
mounted (11) foot (7), and solid (20),
knights (75)
£50-80

98.

A selection of US made plastic
knights, Tim-Mee mounted and foot
(14), Ideal (16), Marx in mixed sizes (21),
Japanese copies (20), MPC (15), generally
VG, 2 Marx horses missing (86)
£40-60

99.
96.

Lone Star Medieval figures
including Robin Hood series (8), siege
weapons (3), knights (38), Cherilea solid
knights (18), (67)
£20-30

A selection of European-made
plastic knights comprising of Starlux (15)
with catapult, Mokarex (12), Reamsa
(17) and reissues (6), Elastolin, Merten
and Heino of Germany (20), others (6),
generally G, ¾ broken (77),
£50-80

100.
97.

A selection of solid plastic
knights, Crescent foot (24), mounted (4,
only two horses), Hong Kong copies (8),
Kelloggs (18), Robin Hood (8), Swoppet
(12), Charbens (17), copies (6), Crescent
catapults (2), (96)
£30-50

A selection of English made
plastic knights including Britains Hong
Kong set 4406, Hilco (13), GEM (7),
Monarch (7), Cherilea last series ACW
Union & Confederates trade boxes, lot
of Hong Kong Timpo copies (37), Airfix
(46), other bits & pieces (46 including 2
Britains siege machines, one incomplete)
generally G, a few broken (100+ figures,
plus trade boxes),
£50-80
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101.

The following lots are all
original Britains ‘plasters’, or Pattern
Room Moulds, for Britains hollow cast
soldier parts. They are nearly all two-part
moulds, and are not suitable to use for
moulding. Most are for individual pieces,
such as arms, flags or torsos, rather than
complete figures. Some are for complete
2nd grade figures, and a few are threepart moulds for complete figures without
a base. Each plaster is numbered and
we have listed the numbers in order of
description. Britains original plasters for
marching Guard in Greatcoat, Cavalry
sword arm with gauntlet, RAF infantry
marching, marching Highlander, figure
at ready (marked SATR SQ BASE 1/2 B),
335, 53A, 319, 303, 1357, Highlander
damaged, (5),
£50-80

102.

Britains original plasters for
2nd grade figures comprising Highlander
at slope (2), large charging figure and
bayoneting Scot, 327, 327/3, 601, 330,
one Highlander with internal chip, (4)
£50-80

104.

Britains original plasters for ‘LV
Attention Arms’, ‘square base attention
officer’, ‘late side drummer’, Guards
officer in greatcoat, boy fifer, 70A, 337,
1416, 332, 312, (5)
£50-80

108.

105.

Britains original 3 part plaster
for ‘Piper in Bonnet’ 316, complete figure
apart from base, G
£50-80

109.

106.

110.

Britains original plasters for
‘Gurkha’, ‘slope arm’, ‘Snowdrop’, Officer
sword in scabbard arm, ‘marching
highlander L,V,,’ ‘Itie Carabin’, Inf
Marching Putt, 414, 66A, 1347, 52A, 320,
496, 349, Slope arm damaged and in
pieces,
£50-80

Britains original plasters for
square base marching infantryman,
Dragoon/LG Attn, Evzone Slope Arms, At
Ease Arms, ‘ SQB LV MTN ART’, threepiece ‘Kn Art’, 339, 1356, 62A, 67A, 366,
353, G, (6)
£50-80

Britains original three-part
plaster for Highland Drum Major, 1414,
complete apart from base and mace, G
£50-80

Britains original plasters
for Russian Infantryman, Danish LG
Arms’, ‘S,Am Slope Arm’, ‘63A Cont,
Slope Carab’, Bren Arm, Kneeling Firing
Highlander, and 3 part plaster for Lying
Firing Highlander Legs Apart, (so missing
head), 1360, 63A, 65A, 63A, 227A, 323,
324, G, (7)
£50-80

103.

Britains original plasters for
Britains arms, ‘furled Standard arm’,
‘standard’, ‘present arms’, ‘King’s African
Rifle slope arm’, with ‘Present Arms’
figure and ‘standard bearer’ figure, 2A,
12A, 71A, 191A, 338, 344, (6)
£60-100
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107.

Britains original three-part
plaster for Irish Guards Piper, 1000, G,
complete figure apart from base, not a
tight fit,
£50-80
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111. Britains original plasters for
‘HIGH PLAID SLOPE ARM’, Stand at ease,
‘1/26 KATR (No Bayonet) (damaged), ‘GT,
CT, SLOPE ARM’ (damaged), ‘SQ BASE
ATTN?’, ‘FR, INF SLOPE ARM 56A’, 122A
/ 116A, 336, 1001, 59A, 1428, 56A, 2
damaged, 4 G, (6),
£50-80

114.

112.

115.

Britains original two-part
plaster for Bersaglieri which seems to be
complete for a figure minus base, 612, G,
£50-80

113. Britains original plasters for
‘F.A. TERR OFF’ (damaged but figure
complete), SQ B RUN L,V,, (damaged),
‘GT CT SLOPE ARMS’, unknown marching
torso, a plug for 907, 3 part plaster for a
complete square based piper in glengarry
(minus base), 369, 347/1, 59A, 307, 907
plug, 317, one P, 5 G, (6)
£60-100
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Britains original plasters for 2nd
grade figures comprising ‘LARGE 2Q CH.
LON SCOTTISH’, 2Q LINE INF SLOPE FA’,
‘2Q MCH HIGH X 3’, ‘2Q CHARGING FIG
HEAD’, 331, 347, 327/1, no number, G,
(4),
£50-80

225 King’s African Rifles (one
bayonet missing, one repaired with
incorrect base), 1632 Royal Canadian
Regiment (8, inc one with missing rifle
tip), with pre-WW2 8 piece set 432
German Infantry, missing officer, (missing
one rifle end), generally F, a few weapons
bent, (30)
£60-100

117.

Britains loose set 192 French
Infanterie (Shrapnel-proof Helmets) in
uncommon khaki, 1939, 1-4, one only, 2
arms loose, otherwise G-VG, (8),
£80-120

118.

Britains North American Troops
comprising of set 227 US Infantry (8),
228 US Marines, 1940 version (8), 229
US Cavalry, post WW2 version (5 inc one
with cracked foot to rider), 226 West
Point Cadets (8, 2 plumes missing), 1349
mounted Canadian Mounties (3 troopers
only, one tail and one rifle end missing),
1554 marching Mounties in Summer
dress (8, no officer), and 214, in Winter
dress (8, 3 arms and 3 bayonets missing),
1633 Princess Patricia’s (4, one helmet
ball missing), generally G, (52)
£100-150

116.

Britains loose infantry in gas
masks comprising of grenade throwers
(7 pre and 5 post WW2 version),
marching at trail (7 post WW2, one off
base, one arm and one butt missing, 5
pre-WW2, one butt and one tip missing),
crawling (6, 2 bayonets missing), (30)
£50-80

119.

Britains Royal Air Force from 1st
version of set 240, consisting of officers
(3) and ORs (11), some paint loss but no
damage (14),
£60-100
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120.

Britains Royal Tank Regiment
from 2nd - empty handed version set 1250, consisting of officers (2) and
troopers (10), one arm missing, some
minor paint loss (12),
£60-100

123.

121.

124.

Britains loose set 1538
Territorial Infantry officer and men (6),
all with some paint loss, but no damage
(7),
£120-180

Britains loose set 1759 Air
Raid Precautions Stretcher Party Squad
and Gas Detection Services, nine-piece
set, with additional 2nd grade stretcher
bearers, G-VG, (11),
£60-100

127.

Britains loose figures from set
67 the 1st Madras Native Infantry (5), set
1542 New Zealand Infantry (6, no officer,
one rifle incomplete), 114 Cameron
Highlanders (4), 77 Gordon Highlanders
(6 inc piper), 1294 British Infantry Tropical
Dress (6, no officer, one arm, one bayonet
missing), 195 British Infantry (shrapnelproof helmets) (7, no officer, 2 arms, one
tip missing), marching Line Infantry (6 inc
officer, 2 spikes missing), Guards (3 inc
officer), figures by Crescent and Hill (6),
all otherwise generally G, (49)
£50-80

Britains loose unusual smaller
helmet version of set 1723 RAMC
Stretcher party with bearers and nurses,
all four bearers in Service Dress and with
smaller helmets, VG, (9),
£100-150

128.

Britains loose set 37 Coldstream
Guards Bandsmen (20 only) Drum Major
missing top of staff, bassoon bent,
additional guards euphonium (2) and
bassoon players, F condition, Line Infantry
Bandsmen (12, but 2 arms, 3 drumsticks
and 4 spikes missing, and paint P-F), (35),
£40-60

122.

Britains Fire Fighters of the RAF
from set 1758 (6), one figure missing
shoulder pip and with hole to rear,
though arm present, all with some fading
of paint to left side due to sun exposure,
(6),
£60-100

125.

Britains loose stretcher bearers
in steel helmets from set 1719 (6), 2
khaki helmet, 4 grey, patients (2), a nurse,
with a John Hill stretcher and 2 nurses, 2
grey bearers missing part of a hand loop,
otherwise G-VG, (12),
£60-100

129.

126.

Britains unusual smaller helmet
version of bearer from set 1723 RAMC
Stretcher party (4), with a civilian patient
(missing one foot), G, (5),
£50-100
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Britains loose pre-WW2 version
set 1527 Royal Air Force Band, complete
12 piece set, generally G, Drum major
with loose mace, bass drummer with
small dent to top of drum, one cornet
with paint loss to chest,
£50-80
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130. Britains loose pre-WW2 version
set 1527 Royal Air Force Band, complete
12 piece set, generally G,
£60-100

131. Britains loose Royal Marines
running at trail from set 97 (8), (one
base and one head missing, one off
base, one ball missing), set 35 Royal
Marine Artillery, box pack (6 inc officer,
2 arms missing inc officer), no pack (15
inc 2 officers, 6 arms, 2 bayonets, 3 balls
missing), Bandsmen (7), (36)
£80-120

132.

Britains loose set 79 Royal
Navy Landing Party, (8 figures only,
including officer, one wire trace missing
from limber), set 78 Bluejackets at trail
(9 pieces, one tip, one arm, one butt, 2
hands missing), set 80 Whitejackets (6 inc
officer, sword blade missing), (25),
£80-120

133.

Britains loose pre-WW2 version
mounted figures, comprising Lifeguards
(10), (one tail, one sword, one arm
missing), Horseguards (4), Scots Greys
(4, 2 blades missing), 3rd Hussars (3,
officer without arm, officer and trooper
without plumes), 9th Lancer missing arm,
16th Lancers (4 troopers, missing arms, 2
officers, one missing sword), (28)
£50-80

Britains loose set 1730 Royal
Artillery Gunners, pre-WW2 7 piece
version, with an 18 inch field mounted
Howitzer (elevation thread worn away)
and RFA Gun, F, shield slightly bent, (9)
£80-120

138.
134.

Britains loose set 1791
Motorcycle Dispatch Riders, G, minor
wear only, (4)
£80-120

Britains loose Royal Field
Artillery guns (3), 4.5inch gun, 1726
Limber, 2nd grade Armoured Cars (3),
1479 short pole RA Limber and a Carden
Loyd tank, armoured cars missing wheels
and one barrel, tank missing tracks,
otherwise all complete though playworn,
(10)
£80-120

135.

Britains loose pre-WW2 version
Army Staff Car, set 1448, missing screen
and one headlamp,
£60-100

139.

136.

Britains loose 4.5 inch AntiAircraft Gun from set 1522, elevation and
traverse working, though gears slightly
worn, missing paper altimeter label,
extension prior to firing temperamental,
otherwise good
£80-120
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137.

Britains loose square nose halftrack lorry with wheeled searchlight,
(lorry missing gate and tracks, passenger
door dented, searchlight lens loose), with
1731 Observer in spotting chair (2), 1729
Height Finder and 1638 Sound Locator
with Operators, spare 1728 tripod,
generally G, (1one pieces),
£100-150
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140.

A selection of guns and
accessories by Britains and Astra and
other, etc Beetle Lorry, 4.7inch Naval
Gun, long pole RHA limber (all 3 P), Astra
Pharos 3.7inch Anti-Aircraft gun and Field
Gun, both G-VG, Simon & Rivollet French
75mm Field Gun, (F), with a heavy lead
field gun by unknown maker, G, (7)
£100-150

143.

141.

Britains loose British Army
bandsmen from set 1290 (11) G, a
Finnish skier, complete but worn with
bent rifle, and 2nd grade seated peak cap
machine gunners (5) with machine guns
(3),
£80-120

144.

142.

145.

Britains loose Pontoon Wagon
and horses from set 203, (no pontoon,
horse with incomplete leg, one bent
leg, one bent and cracked neck, one
arm missing), Set 28 Mountain Gun
(no wheels), set 137 RAMC Officers
(2), Stretcher bearers (3), patients (2),
stretchers (5), (one patient and one
bearer missing head), (15),
£60-100
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Britains loose At Present figures
comprising ‘Set 206 Warwickshire
Regiment’ (Officer and 8 men) from 1477
Coronation Display set, and Coldstream
Guards Officer and men (5), with Royal
Marines from set 207one (4), (Warwicks
missing 3 spikes, including officers, and a
bayonet, Guards missing a bayonet and a
butt), (19)
£120-180

Britains loose unlisted set 1828
British Infantry at ease in steel helmets,
1939 version in Service Dress, (8), 2 arms
and 3 bayonets missing, otherwise minor
wear only,
£250-350

Britains loose set 1470 State
Coach of England (2), (one VG, one many
faults, including coach in pieces), smaller
scale Hilco example with attendants
(17), (damp damage to lead pieces),
Britains set 1475 loose Footmen (10, 7
sword blades missing), outriders (17),
Yeomen (8, one arm missing), otherwise
G, (17 Johillco, 35 Britains foot figures, 2
coaches)
£120-180

146.

A lot of lead farm and civilian
items by Britains and others with
a large 3-part hinged wooden farm
playbase, possibly home made using
buildings by Hugar and others, Hunt
figures comprising mounted (7), foot (4),
hounds (8), all with faults, missing arms /
damage, Charbens Circus Liberty horses
(4), one G, others P, Britains Flint Wall (3
F, 7 P), fence, cows, pigs, sheep, people,
mounted Policeman F, wooden cow shed
by unknown maker, etc, etc, generally P-F,
(150+)
£60-100

147.

Britains New Metal Scots Pipers
(4) and Scots Guards (2), Mountie, HM
the Queen, Del Prado (4), unknown
make marching Bavarians (7), advancing
Napoleonic Dutch Grenadiers (5), ACW
Confederates (5), Spanish tourist trade
figures on wooden plinths (4), etc, with a
model on wooden plinth of British Quad,
25pdr and limber, generally G-VG, (50+)
£80-120

148.

Regal Miniatures New Zealand
Royal Artillery comprising of 2 guns with
10 crew members, VG, and a British Line
Infantry 5piece Colour Party by another
maker, VG, (17),
£50-80
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149. A selection of boxed New Metal
figures, Britains 41106 US Leaders Scene,
17583 Lieutenant 2nd South Carolina
Reg.,36078 Napoleonic Fusilier Eagle
Bearer, 40392 Queen presenting Welsh
Guards Standard (missing Queen), Old
Northwest Trading Co TGW-01one WW1
Hand-to-Hand, Elite Forces (2), (7 sets, all
as new condition),
£50-80

152.

Heyde 52mm (size 2) German
sailors on fatigue duties with officer,
generally G, minor paint wear only (9),
£120-180

155.

150. Mignot 1930s version French
troops comprising of marching horizon
blue WW1 troops (24 inc 2 officers),
75mm gun, horses and limber (missing
2nd set of horses, but rider present),
marching Alpine troops (12) with one by
Louis Roussy, Mignot mounted Generals
(5 inc one of recent manufacture), and
a Napoleonic soldier, marching figures
generally F, 10 weapons missing, gun with
some bent rails etc, one mounted general
P, incomplete, Napoleonic P, (43 + gun
and limber set)
£100-150

153.

156.

151.

154.

Heyde 52mm (size 2) British
WW1 Infantry support figures including
signals team with telemetry device, a
seated officer for a vehicle, generally
G, 2 missing tools, one lying telephone
operator slightly crushed, 3 with notable
paint loss, (20),
£150-200
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A selection of Heyde 52mm
(size 2) figures including dignitaries (2
seated, 2 walking), German Colonial
Officer, walking and mounted Abyssinian
(missing horse), generally G, some minor
paint loss, (7),
£120-180

Heyde 52mm (size 2) fighting
Medieval foot figures comprising of
silver knights (4), gold (4, one plume
missing), grey (4, one head and 3 plumes
missing), and light blue (10, 2 plumes
missing, one incomplete sword), (22)
£150-200

Heyde 52mm (size 2) Romans
soldiers, 3 heads and 3 plumes missing,
one bent base, otherwise G, (21),
£100-150

Heyde 52mm (size 2) Greek
Warriors, one head and one horse plume
missing, 2 horses with split fetlocks,
otherwise generally VG, (16),
£150-200

157.

Skybirds WW2 figures and
accessories, comprising of British Army
(101 figures), with 2 motorbikes, 3 HMGs,
one chair, German Army (35), AA guns
(2), wheeled searchlight and sounder,
everything with early stages of damp
corrosion, (146)
£20-30
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158.

Heyde size 2 Roman Biga (2
horse chariot), VG,
£80-120

162.

Hausser Elastolin 13470/30
wooden trench position with various
composition German troops, Schusso
(10), Elastolin (3), Lineol flagbearer
(incorrect flag), mounted officer
repainted, other Elastolin figures F, other
figures G, trench VG, (15),
£50-80

165.

163.

Elastolin British WW2 Medical
and Camp figures comprising of man
with walking stick (4), orderlies (2),
nurse, medic carrying squaddie, medical
dogs (2), man cleaning boots (3),
washing, lying (5), 65mm marching (13),
an Elastolin trench piece, with a probably
unrelated wooden shack with red crosses
on roof (probably not original), dogs,
washing man and 6 marching infantry P,
others G-VG, (34)
£80-120

166.

164.

167.

Hausser Elastolin 13470-2
trench pieces (2), with cap firing figures
(6), 2 X three-piece HMG teams with
0/696 HMGs and ammo carriers (4), cap
firing figures P-F, one HMG with crack to
barrel, others G, (18),
£100-150

159.

Elastolin composition Wild West
comprising cowboys (4), N A Indians
(15), with a camp fire and trees (5), 7
figures F-G, all others damaged or with
damp damage to composition, one tree F,
others G, (24),
£50-80

Hausser Elastolin wooden
13550/1 Pontoon Bridge with extra
pontoon, carriers (6), a raft, seated (2)
and standing (3) paddlers, seated soldier,
wooden pieces VG, (one bridge bed
support not original), figures cracked and
internal wires with signs of corrosion,
(bridge + 14 pieces),
£150-200

160.

Elastolin WW1 ‘Manchester
Regiment’ mounted British officers, only
minor cracks and paint loss (3),
£50-80

161.

Elastolin composition British
troops, Horseguards (6), Lifeguard,
Scottish (17), guards (7 inc officer,
drummer, 3 flagbearers), generally G,
with only minor paint loss and cracks,
damp damage to 3 Horseguards and 4
Scots, (31),
£80-120
22

Hausser Elastolin wooden
trench piece with British WW2 troops
(35), figures up telegraph pole (3 inc 2
French soldier), an unrelated wooden
base with sandbags (27), 8 figures
P, others G, trenches G, (40 not inc
sandbags),
£100-150

Lineol Germany pre-WW2
composition marching knights, 2
separate original wire and lead lances
missing, otherwise VG (10)
£120-180
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168. Cellose France composition
figure of Napoleon and 2 Staff, with 2
infantrymen, WW1 French in horizon blue
(4), with a Merten and 2 Athena plastic
figures, Napoleonic soldier P, one Athena
missing rifle, otherwise VG, (12)
£120-180

171.

Triang Minic clockwork Petrol
Tanker in rare WW2 era camouflage,
motor seized, 2 tyres missing, Triang
Minic small tanks (3, all tracks missing),
various Minic wooden packages/
accessories (11),
£50-80

174.

169. A wooden Giraffe House in
the scale and style of Hausser Elastolin,
13cm high, unmarked but almost
definitely professionally made, rear
of roof hinged to lift up, missing some
railings at front and some small loss to
roof,
£50-80

172.

Hausser Elastolin pre-WW2 set
1/742/748 searchlight lorry and antiaircraft gun being trailer, original Ever
Ready battery still in place, consequently
contacts rusted, Well made toy, so
could probably be restored to working
condition, AA gun traverse stiff, otherwise
all elevating and traverse screws working,
Set complete with crew (8 inc driver),
£300-500

175.

170.

173.

176.

Tippco Germany mobile antiaircraft lorry with 2 man crew, VG,
Hausser Elastolin 0/750/2 horse-drawn
Wagon, one wheel hub detached, horses
P, field gun, G, 697 HMG, working, front
valance bent, Gama tanks (4, 3 smaller
tanks with only one track between them,
large tank missing 2 wheels), (8),
£100-150
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The following 26 Lots are The
Property of a Gentleman,
Lot of hollow cast lead cows mainly
Britains but also Hill, Timpo, Crescent,
Cherilea, Taylor & Barrett, Pixyland, etc
F-G, (56 Britains, other makes 58, inc total
23 repainted or incomplete), (114),
£50-80

Lot of hollow cast lead Shire
and cart horses mainly Britains but also
Hill, Charbens, Crescent, Cherilea etc,
F-G, (Britains 53, other makes 33, inc total
15 repainted or incomplete), (86),
£50-80

Lot of hollow cast lead pigs
and piglets mainly Britains but also Hill,
Crescent, Timpo etc, F-G, (Britains 114,
other makes 119, inc total 27 repainted
or incomplete), (233),
£50-80

Lot of hollow cast lead pigs
and piglets mainly Britains but also Hill,
(Britains 75, other makes 93, inc total 18
repainted or incomplete), with Foals (20),
Goats (3) and sheep (11), (202)
£50-80
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177.

A selection of German made
lead animals, many solid with a few
unusual hollow examples including
rabbits, (19), a French made Donkey, with
Segal cows (2) and lambs (4), generally G,
a few P, (30)
£50-80

180.

Crescent Toys empty box for
set 7070 Farm Set, P, Crescent cows (4)
farm workers (5), rare walking boy, horsedrawn carts (2), one back gate broken,
with repro lades (3), one repaired shaft,
farm animals (6), generally G, (20+)
£50-80

183.

178.

181.

A lot of lead farm carts and
accessories including Britains 4 wheel
cart and tumbrel, Pig Sty, Pig and Piglets,
hutches (7), wells, pumps, hay stacks (4),
kennels (2), biers (3), churns (80+, inc 2
lids),
£50-80

184.

182.

185.

British lead Farm figures,
Britains (36), other makes - Hill, Timpo
etc - (50), generally G, 12 P, (86)
£50-80

179.

British lead farm and civilian
figures including Pixyland standing
Quaffer, Charbens Gamekeeper, Britains
Seed Sower, generally G, (11)
£60-100
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Britains Garden Greenhouse
and Summer House, both complete but
with damage, pergola, lattice fence, low
wall, garden pond (2), all with faults but
could be repaired,
£40-60

Zoo fence by Elastolin (11),
Britains (18), poles (4), Taylor & Barrett
fence (8), animals (36), generally F, 50%
damaged, (74),
£40-60

A lot of lead cows, Britains (60),
5 P, calves (7), cows by Hill, Benbros,
Cherilea, Wend Al, Taylor & Barrett etc,
(38) 8 P, calves (12), 3 P, (117),
£50-80

A lot of unpainted mainly 1:32
scale white metal castings, based on
Britains, Marlborough etc, larger figures
on plinths (5), (70+)
£50-80
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186. Lead 1:32 scale military figures
by various makers including Segal and
Britains (32), white metal mounted
European 18th Cavalry (1one + 1one
extra horses), other white metal figures,
(6), smaller scale mounted figures (9),
with a Britains 4,7 inch Naval Gun, P,
generally P-F, Hill Infantry G (5), (70+)
£20-30

187.

A small collection of Wild West
figures including Britains, total (30+),
mainly P, but includes 3 rare Crescent
seated figures, and one large cowboy by
unknown maker
£20-30

188.

A lot of leaf farm workers
mainly by Britains, but also Hill, Pixyland,
Timpo, F-G, a few P, (54), with a lot of
farm fence by Britains, T & B, Timpo,
unknown, (50+), (100+ pieces),
£50-80
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189.

A lot of lead farm yard animals
and fowl by Britains and others,
including Swans (40+), geese (50+), ducks,
chickens, Britains chicks (5), etc (200+,
50% P),
£50-80

192.

A lot of Britains lead Garden
accessories including straight or square
flower beds (74), lead flowers (20+),
curved (2), pavement (70+), low walls (3)
and pillars (7), all P, wooden blocks (2),
rock garden (2, both P), cork grass (20),
Hill small trees (5), hedges various makes
(7), dovecots, log seats (3), etc, with a lot
of wooden and composition hedges and
bases, lot in one banana box,
£30-50

190.

A lot of farm yard animals by
Britains and others, horses (21), cows
(44), Goats and donkeys (20+), pigs (20+),
sheep (50+), 25% P, otherwise G, (160+)
£80-120

193.

A selection of slightly
uncommon lead items by various makers
including Britains Sarson’s Lamb (2), Hill
Corn bin, Pixyland Pheasants (2), Barrett
rabbit family (4), smithy hoods (3),
nesting hens and nests, Timpolene figures
(2), and houses (2),
£80-120

191.

Various lead carts by Charbens
(2) and Britains, (2, both P), a handcart,
Taylor & Barrett (2, both P), tractor
drivers by Benbros (7), others (3), animals
to pull them (9), Moko crates (5) and
horse, Salco horses (7), Pixyland drover,
road signs (20), bottles of milk with loaf in
crate, and other accessories, mainly G, a
few P, (60+)
£40-60

194.

A lot of lead farm animals
mainly Britains but also Pixyland, cows
and calves (47), sheep (37), dogs, pigs,
chickens, etc (150+, 25% P),
£60-100
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195.

A lot of sub 54mm figures
comprising Skybirds (inc empty box),
Britains Lilliput, Hornby figures and
animals (3), a Heyde Sikh, Crescent British
Army, some war gaming figures, odd
animals, ships (11), etc,
£30-50

198.

Collectors’ reference books,
The Great Book of Hollow Cast Figures
by Norman Joplin and The Art of the Toy
Soldier by Kurtz & Ehrlich, Joplin F, Kurtz
G, British Toy Figures, A5 HB by Joplin,
Dinky Toys by Mike and Sue Richardson,
with SB Dinky Toys by Gibson, Cococubs
Booklets (2) by Cupman, Toy Soldiers
(2) by Opie, Britains Collectors Guide by
Wilson, and 3rd Edition Ramsay’s British
Diecast Model Toys, (10),
£20-30

French made - probably Louis
Roussy - horse-drawn farm vehicles
comprising Tumbrel, VG, complete
with rave and rear gate, grass roller with
wooden drum, and rake, driver not
original, one wheel with repairs to hub,
otherwise all VG, (3),
£100-150

202.

196.

A lot of plastic figures and
animals including Charbens GIs (4),
Britains and Hong Kong farm (20), Bon
Dufour (2), some china and plaster
animals,
£10-20

201.

199.

French made - possibly Simon
& Rivollet - very unusual oxen-drawn log
wagon, complete with seated drover, VG,
£100-150

The Following 40 Lots are from
The Property of a Lady,
Quiralu France very unusual 3 wheel
rubber-tyred horse-drawn cart in
aluminium, complete with raves at both
ends, and drover, wire probably not
original, VG
£100-150

197.

A right old mixture of odds
and ends including large scale cast iron
garden tools (5), dogs, signs, churches,
Pixyland fox,
£10-20

203.

Quiralu France aluminium oxendrawn plough, complete with yoke and
drover, slightly worn only,
£50-80

200.

Simon & Rivollet France horsedrawn farm wagons comprising cart with
tin tilt, VG, tumbrel in pink, one wheel
with 5 spokes split from hub, one split to
rear rave, and a 2 horse flat bed cart with
load, VG, (3),
£100-150

26
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Wend-Al England aluminium
horse-drawn plough and harrow, some
retouching to handles of plough, drover
for harrow a total repaint, otherwise
G-VG, (2 sets),
£100-150

208. Britains rare Eastern People,
child (in blue and yellow) with dent to
chest, one repainted, otherwise (5)
£100-150

205.

209.

204.

Aluminium small farm animals
and birds by Wend al and Quiralu,
rabbits (3), Pigeons (3), chickens (6),
Pheasants (2), dogs (2), other birds (4), a
Wend al Circus tub, G-VG, 4 F, (21),
£80-120

German and French-made
lead figures comprising of a French
made large water trough with pump,
VG, seated old woman on chair with
scarecrow, 2 birds and a Blancherie Frere
dog, with Heyde Native boys (3), one boy
F, dog with hole to neck, otherwise G,
(10),
£50-80

207. Wend-Al aluminium Nativity
Set, complete with baby Jesus, Mary and
Joseph, 3 Kings, Shepherds (3), camels
(2), lying cow, sheep and donkey, with
additional Segal donkey, G-VG, (15),
£200-250
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F G Taylor rare Parrots on Perch,

VG,
£50-80

212.

Britains Zoo Elephant Ride
set, seated children (4), and keeper,
with howdah, elephant with cracked
trunk, keeper with small dent to chest, 2
children F, (7),
£50-80

213.

206.

Aluminium farm workers by
Wend-Al and Quiralu (8) including rare
man with wheel barrow, and farm fence
(5), G-VG, (14),
£50-80

211.

210.

Uncommon British-made
lead figures comprising of Pixyland
Shepherd / Noah, Timpo seated Mahout
from Tiger Hunt set, camels by Hill and
Crescent, Taylor & Barrett Palm Tree, with
modern flat (2) and 1950s unknown lead
examples (5), G-VG, (12),
£50-80

Britains Zoo Camel Ride set,
Boy in Sailor suit on camel (2), VG, baby
camels (2) one VG, 1F, Taylor & Barrett
camel with 2 children, Crescent Toys boy
on Shetland Pony, and a Britains Young
Giraffe, G-VG, (12)
£60-100

214.

Taylor & Barrett Donkey Ride
set, children riding donkeys (2), standing
donkeys (4), walking young donkeys (2),
hut, hitching post and proprietor, G-VG,
(13)
£60-100
27

215.

Taylor & Barrett Zoo set pieces
including Elephant Ride set comprising
children on howdah with zoo keeper,
with steps, Kiosk, Turnstiles (2), Zoo
entrance, fence (8), twins (2), gentleman
and lady with chauffeur, lamp posts (3),
Britains Llamas (4), donkey cart with
children and keeper, one turnstile and
elephant steps with splits, Elephant part
repainted, seated keeper missing whip,
otherwise generally G-VG, (37),
£100-150

218.

Britains Village Idiot, VG, only
minor wear,
£80-120

221.

Britains rare 1903 standing
‘Penny Toy’ horse in all three colours,
brown and black with small dents, grey
with paint loss, but all with no damage
(3),
£60-100

219.

John Hill & Co duck ponds (2)
and shrubs (6), reeds (4), foot bridge,
tramp, frogs (4, inc one ceramic), swans
(2), ducks (2) and rare ducklings (3), with
Britains and Hill (2) children, generally G,
pond bases replaced, tramp and Hill girl
repainted, (28)
£60-100

216.

Taylor & Barrett rare pull along
string version of Girl riding Tortoise
Zoo ride set, VG, Moko boy riding Pony,
Charbens girl in goat cart, G-VG, (6
pieces)
£100-150

222.

An English made wood and
plaster pond with lead examples by Hill
and made in France - missing bridge,
Pixyland (3) and Barrett (4) ducks with
ducklings (7), various swans (3) with Hill
cygnets (3), chicks (2), dogs (4), people
inc repainted Britains vicar (7), Crescent
boy on Shetland pony, horses by Britains,
Taylor, Timpo, Fylde, Wells, Hill and one
French made (23), Wells and Timpo
repainted, otherwise generally VG, (61)
£60-100

220.

217.

A selection of zoo related items
by Britains and others comprising man
with bucket and wheelbarrow, Charbens
Donkey cart with children (2) and keeper,
Taylor & Barrett Zoo visitors (3), (lady
repainted), Britains, Wend al, Hill, Timpo
Penguins (13), keeper with bucket, Timpo
zookeepers (2), birds (7 including Pixyland
Pelican), Chimpanzees (4), baby elephant
with Cherilea keeper, Turtles (2 inc rare
Wend al example), trees, seats, trough
etc (8), G-VG, Britains palm tree P, (50),
£120-180
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John Hill rare large pond with
girl in punt, complete with rare straw
hats (2), but no seat, otter with fish,
Britains swan and cygnets (5), F G Taylor
bridge, Britains small shrubs (6), boy and
seated figures (3), with chair by unknown
maker, generally G-VG, (24)
£60-100

223.

Cherilea and John Hill
Greenhouses, Hill gardener (2) with
wheel barrow, and Market Gardener,
French made gate and trees (7), Britains
seed trays (3), beehive and 2 others, Hill
Dovecote doves (2), Crescent seat with
Old Man and Woman, seated people (4)
on Britains log, with Taylor & Barrett rare
gig driver, water pump, G-VG, one Hill
gardener P, (30)
£80-120
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224. Britains unboxed rare garden
buildings comprising No. 28 MG Garden
Shelter, and 053 Span Roof Greenhouse,
both complete with original cellophane
‘glass’, 28 with 3 minor repairs and one
split frame, otherwise G with minor wear
only, (2 complete buildings),
£100-150

225. Taylor & Barrett ‘Trotters’ racing
gigs, complete with drivers, all missing
right hand with whip, (6 pieces)
£80-120

228.

John Hill Greyhounds chasing
a Cherilea hare, with Hill Starter, 2
repainted Greyhounds, Hare worn,
otherwise VG, (8),
£50-80

231.

Britains lead Garden comprising
Garden Pond with water lily and nymph,
3 dimensional trees (2F, 1VG), Sunflowers
(12), Rambling Rose, Snow Drops, Red
Hot Pokers, Dahlias, Hollyhocks, Gladioli
etc, (approx, 100 flowers), 1/4 circle (2),
square (4) and circular beds, Pergola,
stands, cork grass (18), paving slabs (34),
low walls (3), rockery (6), shrubs (8) in
pots (2), sundials (2), folding table, brick
pillars (4), garden gate, small trees (8),
shrubs (5), cold frame, plant pots (14),
seats (2), Gardeners with lawn mower
and wheel barrow, and John Hill Robins
(2), G-VG, lawn mower man repainted,
(220+ pieces),
£180-220

229.

John Hill Tennis player Ladies
serving (3) with modern re-cast copies
(3), re-cast lady in green with repaired
racket handle, G-VG, (6),
£60-100

232.

226. Pixyland Kew Cricketers
comprising of batsmen (3), umpire,
wicket and fielders (7), G-VG, all original
though not matching (12)
£100-150

Lead trees by Britains
comprising 524 Fir (13) , 523 Elm (4), 522
Cedar, 521 Oak (2), (Oaks, one Fir and
one Elm P, others VG), by other makers
(4, P-F), (24),
£80-120

230.

Lead children in garden settings
comprising Pixyland Girl swinging in tree
VG, Hill and Britains see saw sets (Britains
board re-cast) 2 additional re-cast Britains
children, Britains boy on swing (boy with
repaired arms), (13 pieces),
£80-120

233.

227. Golfers by John Hill (2) and
Britains, with re-cast set of Britains
clubs and spare golfer arm, VG, (3 figs, 2
pieces),
£80-120
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John Hill garden sets comprising
Girl swinging on tree seat VG, Summer
House and Garden Seat, with seated
women (3), and Charbens children (3),
Hill Dovecote with doves and pigeons
(4), Pixyland plants in pots (6, inc one
broken), and shrubs (5 + 6 by unknown
maker), G-VG, (32)
£100-150
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234.

Small lead comprising Britains
seated cat (3) and begging dog, standing
greyhound, Hill Pigeons (5), Penny Toy
Lion, Pixyland Spiteful Cats (2), other
makers turtle, owl, dogs (2), donkey, cat
in basket, (20),
£50-80

237.

A mix of civilian lead items
by various makers including Britains
comprising hedges (4), Donkeys (6
inc 2 Britains), Gardeners to push and
pull things (6 inc Roydon and Pixyland),
Britains water butt, garden table (repro
top), log seats (2), garden hose (nozzle
detached but present), Dovecote, Taylor
& Barrett lady with basket of vegetables
(16), Pixyland barrels (2), roller,
lawnmower, and others, G-VG, (90+)
£100-150

240.

Dorset Soldiers 11 piece 1930s
Dance Orchestra, VG,
£80-120

241.

Dorset Soldiers Steam Launch
with 6 man crew, wooden ship with solid
metal figures, details including separate
tin funnel, VG
£60-100

235.

Seated figures by Britains (9)
and others, Hill (3 including girl on case),
Pixyland Quaffer, Charbens Farmers Wife
(repaired neck), Pixyland lady with child,
Charbens child, a tractor driver, Hill chairs
(2), garden table, bridge, stool, Britains
standing girls (2 , both repainted), and log
seat, generally VG, (25),
£80-120

238.

A collection of figure collectors
reference books including Joplin The
Great Book of Hollow Cast Figures and
Britains Civilian Toy Figures, Hollow Cast
Civilian Toy figures by Joplin et al, Britains
1965, ‘67, ‘69 and some later catalogues
(6), repro 1939 catalogue, Dean ‘WendAl’, Hilco and Charbens catalogues,
generally G, (16)
£30-50

236.

A selection of less common
items comprising Britains Seed Sower,
Moultoy Drunk, Charbens Gypsy, Wend
al Bull, Hill Girl on (damaged) Britains
horse, Britains Gardener pulling roller,
Timpo man pushing sack cart, Crescent
Gardener with wheelbarrow (missing one
handle), G-VG, (12),
£80-120
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242.

Britains loose sets of soldiers
consisting of 8 piece set 212 Royal Scots,
not matching, 5 arms, 3 plumes replaced,
one retouched trews, 7 piece set Guards,
4 slope arms and drum stick replaced, 4
Lifeguards, one arm replaced, 6 piece sets
Kings Royal Rifle Corps and WW1 Belgian
Infantry, both refurbished to a very
high standard, 5 piece Italian Caribinieri
set 1437, replaced plumes, 2 faces
retouched, (6 ‘sets’, total 37 figures),
£50-80

239.

The Following 27 Lots are the
Property of a Gentleman,
Britains Coronation Coach of George VI
with 8 horses at the walk, all whips and 5
horse legs replaced,
£20-30
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243. Fine 12 piece 1920s / 30s US
Army Band in Montana hats converted
from Britains figures, ‘one of the sets
Britains should have made’, as new
condition,
£30-50

244. Britains loose sets of soldiers
consisting of 7 piece set 1554 Royal
Canadian Mounted Police, one replaced
arm, small casting hole left side of saddle,
6pieces 2nd Grade Zulus, replaced
weapons, 2nd Lifeguards from 1939, (3
inc one horse with cracked neck), set 432
German Infantry, (8), retouched to match,
3 arms replaced, set 142 French Zouaves,
not matching, 4 replaced bayonets, butts
or rifles, officer retouched head, (31)
£40-60

245.

Britains New Metal Pipers
comprising counter pack of 7243 Pipers,
20pieces on 7 plastic plinths (2 plinths,
3 figures faded), with boxed 6 piece
sets 7235 Black Watch Pipers, 724one
Scots Guards (6), 7303 US Marines, 3
boxes faded, 41067 individually packed
Scots Guard (4), contents VG, (3 boxes, 7
plinths, 4 figs),
£40-60
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246.

Dorset Soldiers Armies of the
World Range 5 piece boxed British
Indian Army sets comprising 12th
Bengal Cavalry, 4th Cavalry (2 sets, one
arm detached), 12th Frontier Force (2 X
7piece sets, one arm detached), generally
as new, (5 sets),
£100-150

249.

Britains loose set 203 Pontoon
Section, RE, (Review Order), bridge and
road repro, one arm and traces replaced,
shaft repaired, otherwise G with some
paint loss,
£50-80

250.
247.

Dorset Soldiers Limited Edition
sets ‘5th Royal Inniskilling Dragoons
Marching Past’ and ‘HRH The Prince of
Wales as Colonel in Chief’, 2 X 2 piece
sets 17th Lancers, Armies of the World 8
piece set Gurkhas marching at slope, all
VG, (5 sets),
£60-100

Britains loose sets comprising
4 piece 105 Imperial Yeomanry, 5
piece sets 24 The 9th Lancers, 8 The 4th
Hussars, Life Guards in Winter Cloaks,
post WW2 Lifeguards with trumpeter, Set
32 Scots Greys, set 13 The 3rd Hussars,
4 piece set 43 2nd Lifeguards (1901
troopers, 2 replaced), most sword blades
replaced, 50% of rifle arms, a few legs
and tails repaired, (8 ‘sets’, 38)
£80-120

251.
248.

Dorset Soldiers Royal Horse
Artillery Gun and Team using repainted
Britains gun and limber with solid
horses, and a solid cast Royal Field
Artillery Gun and team, including seated
Gunners (4), VG, (2 sets)
£50-80

Pre-WW2 Crescent Toys
Dragoons (based on Reka castings), 6
pieces, one missing arm, the other
troopers seem as though the bottom of
each rifle with been painted over in the
factory, so they look like they are holding
whips instead of rifles, VG in VG box,
£60-100
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252.

Pre-WW2 Crescent Toys Royal
Horse Artillery in Active Service Order
(based on Reka castings), shaft and 3
tails repaired, traces replaced, limber
wheels and 2 whips replaced, otherwise
G,
£60-100

253.

A selection of figures by English
minor makers comprising Crescent
Toys 5 piece set 607 Scots Greys, box
lid repaired, Crescent doctor and
nurses (2), Charbens boxed Lifeguards
(6 pieces, Pixyland Lifeguard and
Crescent trumpeter substituted for 2
originals), Timpo Toys mounted and foot
Lifeguards (2 of each), Hill Roman Chariot
& Legionnaires (9), (re-cast chariot,
Legionnaires with various repairs),
repaired gun with converted 2-man
crew, bandsmen (10), re-cast Taylor &
Barrett ARP Pump set, new Royal Signals
motorcyclist, and larger scale Mexican
feeding his horse, VG, (10 ‘sets’),
£100-150

255.

Britains Lifeguards converted
and repainted into sets of 1820 and 1837
Lifeguards, all heads replaced, 1820 set
of 1930s horses, officer’s base re-cast,
1837 set on undated single ear horses,
arms replaced, VG, (10),
£40-60

256.

Britains pre-WW2 Tumbrel
cart with drover and grass roller with
stable lad, tumbrel gate replaced, drover
repainted, roller shaft repaired, lad’s
arm replaced, Charbens repaired and
repainted log wagon, Morestone re-cast
Ice Cream Trike, Hill motorcycle, repaired
handlebars, (5 sets)
£60-100

257.

254.

Britains converted and
repainted medical pieces comprising St
Johns Ambulance Stretcher Teams (2
sets of 5), 5 piece and 8 piece between
the wars RAMC sets, (mounted officer
and tent not Britains originals), 10piece
WW2 era RAMC set, one St Johns Officer
original, all others are uncommon figures
extensively converted and repainted, all
castings complete, with a Britains Scots
Guard at ease with sentry box, (6 sets),
£100-150
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Britains Scouts in camp, original
Britains figures with replaced arms and
Scout Master stick handle, Britains log
and unrelated bushes and tent, (9),
£40-60

258.

Britains tractor drawn log
wagon and Corgi Open State Landau
with re-cast horses, boxed Chad Valley
Escalado Race Game, complete, box F,
Hill Well and Segal milkmaid (buckets
replaced), German made ‘Paddy and the
Pig’ (pig replaced), all with minor wear
and no damage (5 sets),
£60-100

259.

Loose Britains Hunt nonmatching set 235 ‘Full Cry’, complete
with 7 riders, 12 hounds and fox, one
whip, 3 horse tails and 7 legs repaired, 2
hound tails and 9 legs repaired, 2 fox legs
repaired, paint F-G, (20),
£120-180

260.

Dorset Soldiers resin Staff Car
with re-cast Staff Officers (3), Trophy
Miniatures French 19th Century Horse
Artillery with cannon, all VG, (10pieces, 2
sets),
£40-60
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261. Britains New Metal 4 piece
boxed sets comprising 8812 Middlesex
Yeomanry and 8850 the 2nd Dragoons,
contents VG, inside of boxes faded, 8809
Gloucestershire Regt,, with a 12piece
Scots Guards Pipes and Drums band
based on Britains castings, converted and
repainted, a few re-cast bases, VG, (4
sets, total 28pieces),
£60-100

264.

Mignot recent manufacture 12
piece boxed Napoleonic 34C Musicians
of the 17th Regiment of Chasseurs, very
good original condition in VG box,
£50-80

267.

262. Modern scratchbuilt tinplate
WW1 Biplane with Flying Corps
groundcrew (8), groundcrew based
on repainted Britains and Hill figures,
Charbens (2) and re-cast motorbike,
G-VG, (9 with plane),
£50-80

265.

268.

263. A selection of military vehicles
and guns including Britains post WW2
25pdrs and Lilliput Austin Lorries (1
incomplete), Lone Star Armoured Car
(replaced barrel & wheels), Bren Gun
Carrier (re-cast crew), Matchbox 1-75
vehicles (4), Skinner RAM Sexton APC,
Crescent 1/72 scale Infantry (75), Skybirds
(10), solid cast aeroplanes (8), Prussians
(7), F-G, (14 vehicles/guns, 8 planes, 45+
infantry),
£80-120
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Britains boxed New Metal
Knights of Agincourt 40394 and 40395,
boxed 41128 Gulliame de Tancarville, an
original Britains Knights of Agincourt 1660
with replaced base and shield, original
box with repro label, and Britains Henry
VII for Mde, Tussauds, G-VG, (5),
£60-100

Britains boxed set 213 Highland
Light Infantry, generally G, minor wear to
arms and 2 chests, box complete though
worn,
£80-120

A selection of lead road
maintenance and railway figures and
accessories by Charbens and others,
including Charbens road menders (5, 2
incomplete), hut and fire (incomplete), X
stands (2), traffic lights (6, 2 damaged),
4 seated children, Circus Ringmaster,
athlete on chair,VG, Taylor & Barrett
petrol pumps (4, one damaged), street
lamps (4),Dinky figures (9, 3 P) and empty
box F, other home made or damaged
items, (total 67 items),
£100-150

Various Properties

266.

Britains metal wheel version
wartime boxed set 1641 Underslung
Heavy Duty Lorry, box and vehicle
complete but worn, surface rust to rear
mudguards, one electrical terminal
replaced, box lid taped to all corners,
£50-80

269.

Hausser Elastolin boxed set
788/2 MG. auf Zwillingssockel mit Protze
bespannt m. 2 Pferden, horse-drawn,
traversing, heavy Machine Gun, VG
working condition, box lid missing sides,
otherwise G,
£100-150
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270.

50mm high German demi-ronde
cyclists probably by Haffner, generally F,
8 cyclists but only 6 cycles, one cycle in 2
pieces, 2 handlebar sets missing,
£60-100

271.

Britains loose WW1 era figures
comprising Machine Gunners from set
194 (10), 6 F-G, 4 P, Line Infantry boy
drummers (3) G, buglers (3) one head
missing, officer, on guard standing (3),
kneeling (4), 4 heads missing, other
figures, (3) F, (25)
£40-60

273.

Hanks or Renvoize pre WW1
plug-handed Scots Guards, 5 missing
bases, 2 rifles detached, 4 missing
entirely, 2 with butts only, one complete,
(total 13 figures),
£80-120

276.

274.

A lot of German made demironde small scale figures with a mid
19th Century wooden toy soldier box,
Heyde or Heinrich, box complete but
label incomplete, box dirty, pieces of a
tin plate castle (8 pieces), demi ronde
soldiers (20+), 5G, remainder damaged or
incomplete,
£50-80

277.

275.

278.

John Hill & Co boxed Street
Gas Lamp now comprising box, lamps
(3, but one missing base), ladder, men
(2, playworn but complete), otherwise
generally G, (box and 6 pieces),
£80-120

Britains boxed 127F Fordson
Major Tractor (spudded wheels), missing
exhaust stack and upper part of towing
eye, generally worn, box complete but
worn, ink marks to label, with unboxed
4 wheel wagon and tumbrel carts, both
missing rear gates, both with repainted
beds and wheel edges, (3),
£80-120

272.

French 19th Century Infantry
by Mignot Gerbeau (13), mounted
officer missing horse, all rifles and one
head missing, German made hollow cast
Scottish, (5) all missing rifles, 3 missing
base, (16),
£40-60

34

Collection of unmade mainly
1/32 scale white metal figures
comprising Rose Miniatures still bagged
(22), New Hope Design, Prestige,
Stadden, Parade, Phoenix, etc (35), plus
a few accessories, all Rose are complete,
others not checked but seem still to be
sealed in original bags (60+),
£100-200

Britains boxed 155mm Gun,
gun missing one spade, otherwise good
complete condition with cartridge and 3
shells, box lid missing one end, internal
compartment torn, generally worn,
£30-50
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279. Lucotte France mounted French
Napoleonic Hussar, 1920s version, VG
with minor paint loss to fetlocks and right
side of saddle blanket,
£80-120

282.

A selection of Britains mounted
soldiers with an empty box for set 1641
Underslung Lorry with Driver, pre-WW2
21st Lancers from set 94 (4 inc bugler),
and set 100 (5 inc bugler, one head
missing), mounted staff officer, Lifeguards
in Winter Cloaks (3), others (4), all with
faults, missing tails or legs, Taylor &
Barrett Chemical Warfare Firemen, G (3),
box F, 2 split corners, dirty, (2one inc box),
£50-80

280. Lucotte France mounted French
Napoleonic Bugler, 1920s version,
complete, though with minor paint loss
and bent stirrups,
£80-120

A lot of new white metal
figures including Del Prado, most
with bits missing or damage, suitable
for cannibalising for modellers (25+),
incomplete Dinky Toys (3), (30+)
£20-30

286.

283.

Lot of semi-round soft lead
figures comprising cannons (6),
mounted (10), foot (83), generally G, a
few rifle tips missing, one horse missing
base, (99),
£10-20

281. Lucotte France marching French
Napoleonic Officer, marked under base,
pre WW1 version, retouched on white ‘V’
of coat tails, otherwise VG,
£50-80

A small selection of German
made figures including Heyde, and
Haffner, demi-rondes, flats, most
damaged, with a Reka wagon, Hill tractor,
some early British hollow lead figures by
Reka etc, (50+),
£30-50

287.

284.

A lot of lead and New Metal
figures by Britains and others, most with
damage or some kind of fault, military,
farm, Wild West, (100+, inc 60+ soldiers),
£20-30
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285.

German made large wood
and composition Zoo cages, 3 separate
compartments with sliding door at rear,
complete with Big Cats (9) by Elastolin
and others, all complete but with a few
cracks, zoo G, (10),
£60-100
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288.

pre-WW2 German toys
comprising unusual wood and plaster
castle in the style of Moritz Reichel
or Gottschalk with a 16 piece Lineol
Germany 70mm scale composition preWW2 German Army band, bass drummer
and clarinetist repainted, otherwise a few
cracks and minor paint loss only, castle
very good with minor chips to plaster,
(17),
£120-180

289.

Britains 1904 version loose set
11 Black Watch charging, (1903 figures),
2 bayonets missing, some paint loss,
otherwise G, (8),
£80-120

291.

Britains post WW2 boxed sets
of mounted figures comprising 1343
Royal Horse Guards (Winter Capes),
strung into box, G, box squashed, 2 split
corners, set one Lifeguards, one tail
missing, one loose head, some bent legs
and paint loss, box G, (2),
£60-100

294.

292.

295.

Britains rare Line Infantry at
Present with tan bases from set 1477
large Coronation Display Set, complete, 2
loose arms, minor paint wear, no officer,
(10),
£120-180

Britains rare Line Infantry at
Present with tan bases from set 1477
large Coronation Display Set, 7 bayonets
missing, 4 loose arms (one split loop), all
pieces with paint wear, (10),
£100-150

Britains rare Line Infantry at
Present with tan bases from set 1477
large Coronation Display Set, 2 heads, all
bayonets (7) and (10) spikes missing, 6
arms missing, 5 arms loose (3 present), all
with some paint loss (13),
£50-80

293.
290.

Britains post WW2 boxed sets
35 Royal Marines (marching at the
slope), 8 piece sets, one bayonet tip
missing, otherwise G, boxes F, slightly
bent, one split corner, (pieces are held in
boxes by non-original string), (2 sets),
£60-100
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Britains rare Line Infantry at
Present with tan bases from set 1477
large Coronation Display Set, complete, 2
loose arms, minor paint wear, no officer,
(10),
£120-180

296.

Britains post WW2 version
vehicles and guns comprising boxed
155mm gun, complete with all shells,
missing trail spades, some paint wear,
boxed 1877 Beetle Lorry, box F but
complete, lorry badly damaged to
front, and unboxed wheeled AA gun,
incomplete and damaged, (3 items),
£60-100
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297. Britains loose Indian Army
mounted figures comprising 2 X set 46
the 10th Bengal Lancers, set 47 Skinners
Horse (1st Bengal Cavalry post 1935
version), P-F, only 5 complete troopers,
others missing legs, arms loose, 2 torsos
and 2 heads detached etc, (15), with set
182 the 11th Hussars dismounted, one
trooper plume missing, one horse cracked
neck, others G, (total 23 pieces),
£50-80

300.

Unpainted Stadden 54mm
castings including Nelson and Wellington
(8) with a 25mm Scots Grey, Stadden’s
Military Postcards set 3, other pamphlets
depicting American Confederate
uniforms, British Cavalry etc, all G, (9
figures, 5 paper items)
£30-50

301.
298. Britains rare Coldstream Guards
(10) at Present with tan bases from set
1477 large Coronation Display Set with
a mounted officer on sway back horse,
one head detached, one incomplete
shoulder loop, 5 bayonets missing, officer
retouched, esp, to plume, (11)
£100-150

Various Britains post
WW2 vehicles and guns comprising
ambulance, (lacks one door), otherwise
G, 18inch Howitzer, worn but complete,
set 120one Royal Artillery Gun (2, one
VG, the other missing most paint though
complete), pre-WW2 version 1717
wheeled AA gun, figures, P-F, (5), (10),
£80-120

303.

Britains very good condition
Hunt items comprising mounted (2)
including rare Woman riding astride
whilst wearing bowler hat, standing (2)
and running hounds, kennel and hounds
(2), with John Hill Fox, (9)
£80-120

304.

Britains rare Telegraph Poles in
good original condition (8 inc 1 F), John
Hill street lamp (2), Taylor & Barrett traffic
island (2), Charnes Belisha Beacons (3), a
n other traffic lights and street lamps (3)
F-G, (19)
£80-120

305.
302.
299. A miscellany of Britains British
Infantry comprising Guards at attention
(18), (red plumes added on right,
numerous faults, missing arms, detached
heads etc), Set 30 Drums & Bugles, only
5 figures (2 incomplete), set 2029 ROAN
box and Life Guard foot sentries (4),
marching Mounties (7), missing arms,
broken legs (2) etc, Britains repainted or
damaged figures (27) and ROAN box, P,
(64 inc 3 boxes),
£60-100
ww w. s p ecialauctionse r v i c e s .c om

A small selection of Britains
post WW2 lead civilian farm figures in
very good original condition comprising
Jersey and Highland Cows, cows (2) and
bulls (2), blacksmith with anvil, horse,
farmer, wife, shepherd (2), milkmaids (2),
sheep (7), (28),
£60-100

Some uncommon Railway
related items by various makers
including Britains Man with pipe (2),
(one arm missing), Fireman (no arms),
porter with trolley and luggage (6), porter
with sticks and golf clubs (handle split),
Edwardian Lady, ladder, Hill running
Newsboy and Girl on trunk, Wend al
traffic policemen (2), (20),
£80-120
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306.

Lot of railway related items
by various makers including John Hill
and Timpo, Crescent Porter and trolley
(2), Hill 4 wheeled trolley (7, but 4
incomplete), Porter with trolley (2),
luggage (18), seated passenger, seat, girl
on trunk (2), other rail staff (18), Britains
(3) and Hill Police, Hill Mechanic (3), a
few other pieces, Britains 40mm figures
(7), Dinky Royal Mail box, generally G, 5 P,
(70+),
£100-150

309.

Britains Herald plastic Floral
Miniature Garden lot of accessories, card
paving slabs (36), ‘grass’ large (4) and
small (3), pond, greenhouse, swing chair,
lattice fence (2), rockery (4 pieces plus
flowers etc), dovecote, bird bath and sun
dial, brick pieces (10+), generally VG,
£50-80

310.

307.

A lot of farm related figures
and animals mainly Britains but also Hill
including carts (4), cows, horses, pigs,
people, churns (3 lids), Britains flowers
(4), Taylor & Barrett vegetables (11) in
basket, etc, Gilco signs (5), petrol pumps
(5 but all damaged), incomplete wooden
building by unknown maker, Britains
boxed plastic Poplar Trees, G, (2), F-G, 3
carts incomplete, 25 P, (130+),
£120-180

Britains Herald plastic Floral
Miniature Garden vegetable beds
comprising runner beans, cauliflowers
and brussel sprouts, pergola, cold frame,
seed trays (6), pots (20), brick walls (2),
gardener with wheelbarrow, lawn mower,
roller, hoe, broom and rake, generally VG,
£50-80

312.

A lot of Plastic Warrior
collectors magazines from no. 97 to 175,
(50+, not a complete run), with Specials
for Eyes Right, Circus, Johillco etc (6),
BMSS Bulletin (4) from 2007 and 2008, all
VG, (50+),
£10-20

313.

Del Prado Napoleon at War
series, 83 figures, plus 2 cannons (one
incomplete), all in original sealed packs,
20 still complete with leaflets (all from
No, 64), VG, (87),
£80-120

314.
311.

308.

Britains Herald plastic Floral
Miniature Garden, flower beds, various
shapes and sizes, populated with flowers,
VG, (17)
£100-150

38

‘The morning of the Battle of
Waterloo’ 1/32 scale diorama in large
plywood with plexiglass sides display
case, display case measures 592mm X
338 mm X 261mm, superbly modelled
and painted using Airfix plastic kit figures,
very good condition, some wear to case
where it with been moved, ‘Following a
night of torrential rain a detachment of
the 2nd Foot Guards (The Coldstream)
are about to take up positions at
Hougoumont Farm, A trooper of the
10th Hussars leaves with despatches, a
second, dismounted, awaits orders’
£50-80

Del Prado Medieval Warriors
mounted (4) and foot (4), Men at War
(2), all still in sealed packets, Warriors
complete with booklets, (10)
£10-20
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315. Britains boxed set 1477 large
Coronation Display, all in G-VG condition
with following minor faults, 3 footmen’s
sword missing blade, minor paint loss to 6
guards horses legs, 2 Coldstream Guards
with minor paint loss to busby, one
Yeoman incorrect version, without swag,
box lid faded, missing one end, label end
detached but present, (total 75 pieces +
box),
£350-450

316. Del Prado Napoleon at War
Cavalry almost complete set, No,68
missing, one pack torn, others still sealed
in, complete with booklets in 3 hardback
folders, (69 figures, 3 folders),
£150-200
END OF AUCTION
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ABBREVIATED TERMS AND CONDITIONS
Please ensure you view the Full Terms & Conditions on our website

Specialist Auctions Ltd Trading as Special Auction Services referred to as The Auctioneer and to include any person acting upon his authority. In
these Terms of Sale the words ‘you’, ‘yours’, etc. refer to you as the Buyer. The words “we”, “us”, etc. refer to the Auctioneer. English Law shall govern
all transactions associated with this sale.
Conditions of Sale
Third Party Liability: All persons on the premises of, or at a venue hired or borrowed by the Auctioneers are there upon their own risk. They shall
have no claim against the Auctioneer in respect of any accident, injury or damage howsoever caused.
Bidding procedures and the Buyer: You must register your details with us before bidding and provide us with any requested proof of identity and
billing information, in a form acceptable to us. You must also satisfy any security arrangements we have in place before entering the auction room
to view or bid. We strongly recommend that you attend the auction in person. You are responsible for your decision to bid for a particular Lot. If
you bid on a Lot, including by telephone and online bidding, or by placing a commission bid, we assume that you have carefully inspected the Lot
and satisfied yourself regarding its condition and authenticity. The Purchase Price: As Buyer, you will pay: a) the Hammer Price; b) a premium of 20%
of the Hammer Price if bidding in the room; telephone bidding or leaving a commission bid directly with SAS; and for all bidding online via SAS LIVE;
and a premium of 25% will be charged for all bidding online via the-saleroom.com c.) any artist’s resale right royalty payable on the sale of the Lot;
and d) any VAT due.
VAT: You shall be liable for the payment of any VAT applicable on the Hammer Price and premium due for a Lot. We will charge VAT at the current
rate at the date of the auction. Items in our catalogue may be marked in the following ways: (*) indicates that VAT is payable by the buyer on the
hammer price as well as being an element in the buyer’s premium. VAT will be chargeable at the standard rate (presently 20%). This imposition of
VAT is likely to be because the seller is registered for VAT within the European Union and is not operating the Dealer’s Margin Scheme or because
VAT is due at 20% on importation into the UK. (**) indicates that the lot has been imported from outside the European Union. [These lots are
liable to the standard rate of VAT (currently 20%); in certain circumstances these lots will incur a reduced rate of VAT (5%) on the hammer price
and buyer’s premium]. The rate will be clearly indicated. Lots which do not have either of the above symbols have no VAT payable on the hammer
price. This is because such lots are sold using the Auctioneers’ Margin Scheme. The VAT included within the premium is not recoverable as input
tax.
Payment: Immediately following your successful bid on a Lot you will pay to us the Total Amount Due within 7 days, by cash (maximum £10,000),
debit card or bank transfer. Following the day of the sale, we will send out invoices to all successful telephone, online and commission bidders via
email or post. We will wherever possible include on the invoice a charge for packing and shipping the lots purchased. Packing is undertaken in house
and shipment is made by Courier or Royal Mail. Insurance cover on shipments is not automatically provided within this charge. We also reserve the
right to ask the buyer to complete a disclaimer regarding this service prior to despatching the goods. Alternatively, you will (at your own expense)
pay for and personally collect or arrange your own courier to collect any Lots that you have purchased. This must be undertaken no later than 7 days
following the day of the auction. You may not claim or collect a Lot until you have paid for it. If you do not pay for or collect the Lot within this time
period, you will be responsible for any reasonable removal, storage and insurance charges in relation to that Lot. Warranties: The Seller warrants
to us and to you that: the Seller is the true owner of the Lot for sale or is authorised by the true owner to offer and sell the lot at auction; the Seller
is able to transfer good and marketable title to the Lot to you free from any third party rights or claims; and as far as the Seller is aware, the main
characteristics of the Lot set out in the auction catalogue (as amended by any notice displayed in the saleroom or announced by the Auctioneer at the
auction) are correct. If, after you have placed a successful bid and paid for a Lot, any of the warranties above are found not to be true, please notify us
in writing. Neither we nor the Seller will be liable to pay you any sums over and above the Total Amount Due and we will not be responsible for any
inaccuracies in the information provided by the Seller except as set out below.
Descriptions and condition: Our descriptions of the Lot will be based on: (a) information provided to us by the Seller of the Lot (for which we are not
liable); and (ii) our opinion (although it is likely that we will not be able to carry out a detailed inspection of each Lot). Weights and measurements
given are all estimates. We will give you a number of opportunities to view and inspect the Lots before the auction. You (and any independent
consultants acting on your behalf) must satisfy yourself about the accuracy of any description of a Lot. We shall not be responsible for any
failure by you or your consultants to properly inspect a Lot. Representations or statements by us as to authorship, genuineness, origin, date, age,
provenance, condition or estimated selling price involve matters of opinion. We undertake that any such opinion will be honestly and reasonably held
and accept liability for opinions given negligently or fraudulently. Please note that Lots (in particular second-hand Lots) are unlikely to be in perfect
condition. Lots are sold “as is” (i.e. as you see them at the time of the auction). Neither we nor the Seller accept any liability for the condition of
second hand Lots or for any condition issues affecting a Lot if such issues are included in the description of a Lot in the auction catalogue (or in any
saleroom notice) and/ or which the inspection of a Lot by the Buyer ought to have revealed. We will give indications of provenance where stated by
sellers. It is imperative that potential buyers or their Agents inspect lots that interest them prior to the auction. Purchases of autographed materials
and works are made at the risk of the purchaser. Subject to our Terms and Conditions we cannot accept returns on these items.
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